
COMMERCIAL SYSTEM

COMMERCIAL SYSTEM "GOLD CROSS "

It is kind to grant!

S By Christmas Christ's!
S attacking By new 2006! Health and happiness! Rest let us earn.

If You you examine this page, the this not by chance. Even if you never they were interested by the 
earnings on a change in the courses securities and currencies, completely possibly, proposed here 
information and the service it is radical they will change Your view on that, as to reach financial cvobody.

Basic by the condition successful treydinga (operation on the exchanges, s by the use its or other means) 
it appears the presence clear the enumeration rules, otherwise called commercial by the systems.

But! Even if You themselves they developed the commercial system and they arrived on the market 
recently (recently - this it is less one year) To you it is necessary experimental the teacher, which could 
to be subdivided by experience and in time to indicate (to ~obuchit') on determined nuances in the 
behavior market.

Author analytical commercial systems it has the possibility to be subdivided by experience and to train by 
the certain highly effective commercial to systems.

Basic by pattern, used in all developed analytical commercial the systems (ATS), it appears pattern - 
"gold cross ", and all ATS in commercial to system (TC) Hunter_GB, A specifically,:

●     "gold cross "©®, "Gold Cross "©® 
●     "chameleon"©®, "Chameleon"©® 
●     "hunter"©®, "Hunter_.GB"©® 
●     "rainbow"©®, "Rainbow Warrior"©® 

they are built specifically, on this pattern. 

System it works on all financial tools, funds and Foreks, indices.

With the testing on Omega TS the system "gold cross "©® it shows 85% successful 
transactions.

Hunter_GB with the aid of this the system it deals on the real financial the means more than 3 years. 
After these years were they are determined basic patterns and commercial diagram. Therefore TS 
became simple, finished and profitable.

Patterns and commercial the diagram they will give to you to know, when it is necessary to 
begin trade and to leave from it.

This all that To you it is necessary.

In article - Commercial the system Hunter_GB. "gold cross "©® Analytical commercial the system, the 
pattern "gold cross " it is examined based on the example divergences and the convergences with the 
application only of three indicators: TRSI/RSI/MACD.
System it works also on funds, and on To forekse. And this appears by the criterion reliability and 
predictability.
Desiring to pass the instruction they invite in the division Instruction. 
Instruction individual, paid, they are allowed everything necessary materials. 
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COMMERCIAL SYSTEM

Only wish, which it will help to pass instruction and to become successful by the trader
- deal demo as the real. Successes!

 

 

 

Commercial system Hunter_.GB.

"gold cross " 

Analytical commercial system. 

(in commercial to system, built na  the indicators TRSI/RSI and MACD, with to the 
trade primenyaetsya  the principle the search for the basic the pattern "gold cross ", 
t.e. the divergence between RSI, MACD and by price. System it works on 1, 5, 10, 15 

and 30 minutes, hours, the twenty-four hours and weeks. Recommended time- 
frame - not less than 5 minutes).

This the document it contains only the information educational nature and the exchange commercial by ideas. Nothing, 
mentioned in this document, A so your interpretation the information or diagrams, it cannot be it is perceived as commercial 
councils. Trade, undertaken on the basis by this educational information, it appears strictly by your its own by risk. 

Purpose this the document it consists of that in order to help to the traders to study system Hunter RSI/MACD,   in the entire it 
to completeness, A also to understand, as Hunter_.GB directly it deals itself on this to system. In this way they will be to carry 
out time in monitor, studying practical the use this system, instead of that, in order to try to understand, they are such the 
principles the work of system. However, this the document it explains only basic the principles the work system. To you they 
will be required many week u monitor, in order to master by this by the system completely. You you will not become successful 
by trader, if not you will be to follow all to the instructions and not to carry out long hours u monitor and to practice. Study the 
history and patterns. Basic the attention to give not xa1- Low price, and to the behavior indicators. Price always there is the 
derivative chaos of market, the catching of the bottom and maxi - empty occupation. Price no one not can to predict.
 Etot the document it requires, in order to you they followed by your commercial by rules. This - only method, with which you 
you will become successful by trader. Hunter RSI/MACD - very simple system. Rules it is very simple. Not allow to the 
deficiency mental the control to destroy your trade. Sosredotoch'tes' on the system, and You you will succeed. Instructions they 
will say to you everything that you they must know. Only follow by them directly and accurately.

Sistema  it is based in all to 3 indicators, spark plug and the quantity they adapt unconditionally:

MACD 12/26/9 Close, RSI 9/3 Close, the spark plug they are used as price indicator, time- frame - not less than 5 minutes.
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COMMERCIAL SYSTEM

This standard the tuning kombinirovannykh indicators, on Close - they work the majority traders. 

System Hunter RSI/MACD.

To predict - for the slaves..., to react - for the kings..., the wise man it acts previously!

To you not it is necessary to reflect, anything to add or to invent with the trade along system Hunter RSI/MACD. System Hunter 
RSI/MACD it represents by itself complete the collection instructions, by which you they must to follow. Not it is must nothing 
to add k by it. System is finished, it is precise and it is good it recommended itself in the reality on the elongation many years.

Majorities the traders they attempt to understand everything "why", on to the basis which it works that or other commercial 
system. 4 I assume, this it is correct. You they must to understand as and why that, that you you make, it works. However, not it 
follows thus to make on the stage instruction and the mastery already recommended itself in the quality by the worker 
commercial system, t.k. this not it will bring additional results. System RSI/MACD exactly and it appears by this type of the 
commercial systems. Study system, dealing on it on the tools (demo calculation), thus far themselves not you will be convinced 
of to all. Study and investigate in the system gradually, without attempting to understand everything immediately. It is simple 
follow to instructions, without assigning a question, why you they must act specifically, thus. Then you themselves you will 
understand everything "as", and "why" the system it works.

System RSI/MACD not it is similar not on one another system. It it is simple, it is finished, it is precise, clear and it is 
unequivocal. Specifically, this it makes it necessary to make mistakes it is much thinner, than can to seem. 
In the system they are absent contradictory signals. Therefore not boytes'. To you it is must not about which to surmise. Patterns, 
the input signals and signals on output they are clear and it is clear they are determined. It is simple reject all your doubt follow 
to instructions.

 

With the testing on Omega TS the system it shows 85% successful transactions.

In the indicator RSI there is some the nuances, which it is impossible to explain in this document. They can to be mastered only 
in the course of time, carry ouied in the practice u monitor. But everything instruction, which to you they will be required, they 
are given here they they will be it is sufficient for long to help you, thus far you not you will begin excellently to deal.

 

Especially it is great the danger the input-outputs with the averages values RSI and been unsteady trend.

Hunter_.GB it spent about 3 years on the testing vzhivuyu of this system, therefore it and it became simple, finished and 
profitable. In system Hunter RSI/MACD they are determined commercial diagram. They they will give to you to know, when it 
is necessary to begin trade and to leave from it. This all, that to you it is necessary. 

 

Hunter RSI/MACD - put outting itself system, because To you it is not necessary to think or to surmise, in order to anything to 
explain. It is simple act accordingly to instructions. Not one another system not it determines commercial diagram, the entrances 
and the outputs it is also clear, as Hunter RSI/MACD this makes for you. Use it by advantages. Please by it to make after You 
entire work.
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On the the very the matter, the majority others commercial systems they could to be profitable for you, if you had clear and the 
clear collection signals for actions, which never not they contradicted to each other. Usually others commercial the system they 
use being late indicators and they not can to ensure the clear signals on entrance and output. But without the the clear and 
laconic the collection commercial rules you never not you will be able successfully to deal. System Hunter RSI/MACD it will 
ensure You clear and laconic by patterns, by signals and by instructions. Follow them, and in you everything it will come out.

One more the problem others the systems it consists in the fact that they they imply the rotation k too large to the number 
indicators. You will not be able to deal s by the use such large the number indicators, because their analysis all it is simple it will 
overload You. You it is simple not you will be able to work out signal itself. Why to add to your to graphs thus it is much 
excess? Can to be therefore, that to you no one he did not say, not to make this. But now you you know, therefore - not make.

When the system he uses too there are many indicators, it it is insufficient it is clear, and to you it is difficult to react to the 
signals entrance and output. Or, which is still worse, You enter in trade, but you do not leave from it, because one of the signals 
it shows, that it is possible to remain in the market. Hunter RSI/MACD it determines clear outputs. It cannot be none the 
justifications so that you they remained in the market, when there was the signal output. This - one of the the remarkable the 
properties system.

Possibly, others the system it is less they are effective because You not you understand, that the presence and the movement 
precise to the plan trade - only the method to deal successfully. Thus, if in you there is no its own commercial plan, or trade goes 
not very successfully, study system Hunter RSI/MACD, in order to to follow by it and to refuse from the the poor commercial 
habits.

Formula indicator RSI it rests on the pulse prices after determined the period time. This - anticipating, and not being late 
indicator. It it anticipates all others indicators. If we combine its s by system Hunter RSI/MACD, that is possible to win u all 
others the systems trade.

System Hunter RSI/MACD it allows To you to anticipate others the traders with the entrance in trade on one or is more than 
bars, A also to anticipate with output from it, that it prevents large loss. System Hunter RSI/MACD it protects you from the 
losses and it increases profit. Not expend for nothing time. 

 

Be focused on instructions.
Think about this. Each time, discussing system, you you attempt, in the end of the ends, to enlarge its knowledge and to improve 
the results trade. You constantly you discuss some statement, which you learned from the books, pamphlets, on vebsaytakh or 
even they heard from the people, which, possibly, never not they dealt. Be focused only on Hunter RSI/MACD and to trade on 
to instructions. Hunter RSI/MACD Has the matter directly with the the vital by the cycle of price.

System Hunter RSI/MACD everything intercepts problem, which you they could to have with to trade, gives complete, precise 
and the clear collection instructions. You "learned" very it is much o the methods trade from others commercial systems or from 
the books; however, this not very it helped you. Actually, even it traumatized You. Forget thus far about everything this, 
consider this useless. Only be focused in the trade accordingly to instructions, thinking not o than by friend. 
Not try to understand, why. Market always it dvizhetsya in its direction, passengers enter and they leave accordingly to its to 
intention and to the point designation.

Also it is very important to observe not after the the absolute by the change according to the calculation, and after % change.

"losses - the part trade ", "decrease losses, give the profit grow "," not deal against the trend ", and t.d. To you they spoke about 
this of hundred once; however, this nevertheless it does not work. Only follow after system Hunter RSI/MACD, which about 
everything it cared for you. System it determines all rules, necessary for the the complete commercial system, thus that to you it 
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is not must to think. Everything, what to you is must - only to react to the signals, and everything will be it is wonderful.

Hunter RSI/MACD it will prompt, when to you to enter in market, it will help to obtain solid profits, and to leave market s small 
by losses. It also not it will allow you to deal against the trend. Only follow it by instructions, that not it is difficult. Any another 
the system trade not it goes thus it is far in control by each aspect trade.

One of improbable secrets Hunter RSI/MACD - that, that the system it represents possibility, not accessible before, and 
everything removes unnecessary. Thus, in this commercial system not it remains not resolved problems. For example, you they 
learned, as to deal with bear flags, gepakh and the wedge by many different by methods. Thus, on what the method to stop? 
Possibly, each time is necessary new method? It is here in than problem. But since you they studied it is much the methods 
trade, then you are not solved to follow simple by rules. Forget everything this. Hunter RSI/MACD it allows the new conditions 
for the trade, in order to you not they were tangled.

With the trade Hunter RSI/MACD Everything that it is necessary - to find Hunter RSI/MACD patterns. System not they interest, 
that they resemble price bars, it not it worries, that others the indicators or others markets make. Not one of these questions. It it 
is focused only on that that in present time makes your separate market and it allows To you to deal. This system it is simple and 
therefore very well it works.
Hunter RSI/MACD it ceases all doubts, which they appear during the study others vebsaytov, information bulletins, the books 
and articles. Forget this entire material. Everything this thus far it is useless. Think o to system as on the the new the method 
trade.

Only the application price bars - to determine level for vkhoda/vykhoda.

With to the installation the warrants you remember o that that you anticipate others to 1 and it is more than bar, warrants are 
better to advance throughout the body previous spark plug, the price usually it returns.

Patterns Hunter RSI/MACD They allow to deal very well. Hunter_.GB he used them there are 
many years and it added new as only found they. It it confirmed, that they work in the the real 
regime, and itself he uses them in daily to trade. It it made difficult work, which it required there are 
many years of the persistent studies. Everything that it is necessary to make - to determine pattern 
and to deal.
I know that To you, probably, this it is difficult. You you want to add indicators, price bars, not to 
use the close ones stoppage, not to leave from proigryshnykh positions, when you see the signal 
output, then there is you want to lose your commercial calculation, also itself he feels and others, 
similar to you. You want constantly to discuss and to listen to everything that they speak. You you 
want to look news on to the television and to talk on the telephone. You want to have very fantastic 
graphs and very the latter novelty, in order to to be always at call. Not complicate to itself work. 
This - simple system, which very it is good it works. Follow by the instructions without the caution, 
nothing not adding and complicating, and s By you nothing not to happen.

If you still you do not believe, that the trade it can be so it is simple, or not it is sufficient they are 
daring, in order to accurately to follow by the instructions in the manner that it is said here, then To 
you it is possible not to read the rest the part of this document. Reject this, and iditol it is further. 

 
Application kombinirovannogo Long/Turbo RSI + MACD.

Rules reading given Hunter RSI/MACD.
Week, twenty-four hours, intra-Day, in intra-Day to consider twenty-four hours and week, then 
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there is general situation on market.
To select appropriate time- frame.
To know extreme the value the indicators for selected tool.
Each market will be to have its own trend, which not one should assume in the attention with the 
trade on other market.
Inertia market - market it must to cool or to be heated, then it goes consolidation.
In the price all are takeed into account risks, A also the news background and the expectation 
traders. 

Graphs.

(for invertatsii the color graphs - the flick by the leftist by the button of the mouse on the the free field to the left of 
drawing)

Given above picture - this complete the collection graphs, which they are necessary for the trade along system Hunter 
RSI/MACD. Here three different the tool and only one the time- frame for each. 4 I do not change the symbol drawing and it 
time- frame in the flow in all commercial day in the system Hunter RSI/MACD. Absolutely everything that to us it is must for 
the trade on the market, it is located on this collection of graphs. And we not we turn attention not on that another. Everything it 
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is simple.

Hunter_.GB he uses only two RSI indicator and one MACD with to trade. The first - this RSI s by period 9, reflected red by the 
color (thick line), which is called RSI. Another - this RSI s by period 3, reflected as red (thin line), and called Turbo RSI or 
TRSI. MACD 9 or 8 it is reflected navy (thin line) by color.

You will establish one only graph with some only by the time- frame for the tool. Upon transfer on another time- frame it is 
necessary to consider the multiplicity time- frame in prodozhitel'nosti commercial session.

Select calm color. You will establish size and the color text and any another the element of the graph by such by means, in order 
to they strongly they were not separated. 
It is maximal you will isolate both RSI indicator and MACD. Make by their convenient for reading. They - this only, that we 
want to isolate in the time trade. Any another the information it is not important. If something is separated another besides 
patterns RSI, that you will be to be focused on this and you will worsen the time of your reaction.

 

Everything that to you it is relied to make in the flow in all day - this to await the appearances RSI/MACD pattern. This will be 
complex by occupation. Good trade - on to the determination patient. You will be subdued s by these. We await the input signal 
RSI/MACD. We enter in trade. We we await RSI/MACD the signal to the output. We we leave from trade. Everything it is 
simple and definitely, it is very clear and it is good it works.
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Very it is important, in order to You turned attention, that system Hunter RSI/MACD most frequently it allows to be included in 
trade to 1-3 bar it is earlier, than all others players. This your advantage!

Hunter RSI/MACD it determines trend, using only RSI/MACD the indicator (application different time- frames, but not less 
than 5 minutes, although the system it works also on 1, 10, 15, 30 minutes, hours, the twenty-four hours and weeks - a matter of 
taste and the size calculation).

Hunter RSI/MACD it generates signals prior to the beginning the turn market.

Hunter RSI/MACD not he uses the price bars for the determination trend. Price bars they adapt as auxiliary tool.

Hunter RSI/MACD he uses different the time- frames for the determination trend, but it works only s one. 

Hunter RSI/MACD he uses one and the same graph for the determination trend and for presence RSI/MACD patterns.

Hunter RSI/MACD it is equal successfully it deals average- short term, and also intra-Day on different time- frames.

Hunter RSI/MACD it is equal successfully it deals also on FR, and on To forekse.

Hunter RSI/MACD it retains You from excessive trade. This it is build it in system. Not consider on this to occasion. Thus it 
occurs, if you simply you follow to rules.

To you not they are necessary none others graphs, markets or indicators, in order to to see and to determine trend. 
Being trained to the system Hunter RSI/MACD, you must to deal on to trend. You not you deal against trend.

All these the indicators very they are accessible, they are worked out and it is wide they are used with the trade with the aid of 
system Hunter RSI/MACD, because this very simple system, using a little indicators and not requiring historical given. Become 
it is above the needs to have crafty graphs, historical given and expensive tools. They are more not they are necessary. 
Economize your money. This - one of many the merits trade on to the system Hunter RSI/MACD.

System it works also on FR, and on To forekse.

And this it appears by the criterion reliability and predictability.

Determination Trend.

In system Hunter RSI/MACD the trend it is determined following by the means: 

Ascending trend.

Ascending the trend it begins afterward the achievement by all by the indicators its minimum values and following turn.

Descending trend.

Descending the trend it begins after the reaching by all by the indicators its maximum values and following turn.

Flet.
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Lateral the trend it is observed with the fluctuations the indicators near its averages values.

Entrance in the market and output.

- Hunter RSI/MACD not he uses TRSI for vkhoda/vykhoda in the market. For this it he uses only patterns RSI/MACD. 

- TRSI it is used only for that, in order to to show divergence, when this cannot to make RSI, to conduct the lines trend and still 
as the early signal on vkhod/vykhod.

- as the signals vkhoda/vykhoda TRSI is used only as early warning. It allows to understand that RSI can to change its the 
direction and to end to follow TRSI. Use TRSI only in the quality the signal early warning, and not as the signal 
vkhoda/vykhoda.

- if for vkhoda/vykhoda in the market you you await the signal from the pattern RSI/MACD and simultaneously RSI/MACD 
signal confirmation, this is permissible, and it works very well. Your commercial the style vkhoda/vykhoda (aggressive, reactive 
or conservative) it is determined that as you you open position. In the dependence from selected style for the discovery of 
position you simply you await the appearance both these signals.

- you also you can to use for vkhoda/vykhoda in the market patterns RSI/MACD together with RSI/MACD by the signals the 
confirmation or without them. Addition RSI/MACD the signals the confirmation it can increase the probability that that the trade 
it will be successful. 

 

Lines the values channels RSI 0/100 they represent by itself the basic lines the channel indicator TRSI/RSI in the data moment 
of time. Value TRSI/RSI of 20/80 and it is more than it testifies on the situations perekuplennosti (+80 and above) and 
pereprodannosti (-20 and below) on market in the given moment time.

Thus far it is present trend, appropriate to rule "TRSI not it intersects RSI/MACD ", it is allowed the presence small the quantity 
TRSI- breakdowns RSI And rapid (continuous) MACD, formed on the the opposite from the the continuous the line to side and 
still not indicating the change of trend. But as soon as the quantity the breakdowns rapid it will become more two, you they must 
to end the searches the possibilities to open position to look to the fact that it occurs s by trend. Possibly, that the trend its 
changes direction. It is not must to open position, thus far we will not be they are assured in that however, that it tells us market. 
It is simple you be they are patient and await.

To that , when line RSI tyuey koleblyutsya in the average range 30/60 - this it testifies about the fact that no clear trend, 
therefore to you not at all it follows to open whatever that not it was position. Stoyte in to side and await. It is later it will be 
sufficient good the possibilities for the trade. We not we begin trade without the presence of the explicit trend. Leisure. It is 
allowed the change of the time- frame for the development trend.

Constantly follow by these to the instructions and obtain profit, dealing only on to trend. Not be occupied by the trade against 
trend.

 Blagodarya so that al'fatreyder pus (it is no in chat room Alfa Direct), it developed the timer reverse the counting time s by two 
signal panels and assigned by the time- frames 1, 5, 10, 15, 30 minutes even 1 hour,   the trade it became more successful. Timer 
represents by itself two independent small rectangular block, located above the windows and having independent tuning, they 
can easily to be moved by mouse. They they show time, remained to the end the formation sequential spark plug afterward 
formed pattern RSI/MACD and they allow to outdistance market, on the the extreme to measure - to one the period selected time- 
frame. T.e., with to trade on to system Hunter RSI/MACD you have the possibility to enter in transaction or to leave it in the 
dependence from time- frame s by the lead price level from 10-15 min. to 30-45 min., or with to work on to saw, to work in the 
the price the corridor by half the pose: 0,5 calculations to the purchase, and 0,5 to sale on previously advanced to warrants.
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With to the trade some by the contract completely you leave from the trade, as soon as you will see one of signals RSI/MACD. 
You can to wait several seconds afterward the appearance signal, in order to understand, however, that the price it is gathered to 
make, but do not await to that moment, when on the counter of the reverse the time it will remain less than 20 seconds, or 
several ticks to the end of shaping bar.

 Vtoraya the utility of that al'fatreydera pus FiboCalc it allows very it is dynamic to check possible price the levels the resistance 
and support s by the application levels Fibo.

Boundaries channel RSI 20/80 

(on RSI and MACD cm. article in archive).

Boundaries channel RSI 20/80 very important constituting system Hunter RSI/MACD. All patterns in system Hunter 
RSI/MACD they are determined according to the relation to the boundaries channel. They it represents by itself basic support 
and the resistance in the data the moment time. 4 I will be repeated: specifically, in given the moment time. This it means that it 
not it appears by projection in future the position support and the resistance relatively flowing moment. RSI/MACD the patterns 
they will be erected in proportion to the, as it moves market, creating by the fact newest flowing trend line "here and now ". 
Trend the line it will be tested again and again during commercial day.  on the possibility for the lightening reading given it 
follows to add level 50 into the tuning RSI.

"gold cross "

Patterns.
Any, most profitable trend, it begins from the the gold cross from below or on top.

This basic pattern Hunter RSI/MACD.
Everything the rest patterns - auxiliary, and they bear in to itself it is more mark.

 
Gold cross on top and from below. 
Gold cross on top. Turn trend. K to discharge.
But it is must to await the contraction lines MACD.
Gold cross from below. Turn trend. K to increase.
But it is must to await the contraction lines MACD.
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Graph it is above it shows several many-colored lines, limited horizontal by channels RSI, red color - RSI (thick 9, thin - 3), 
navy - MACD (continuous - slow, intermittent (or bars) - rapid, continuous horizontal it is called zero or datum by line (Zero 
Line (ZL)). 
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Patterns.

Gold cross on top.

Gold cross from below.

Reflection from below -upward-downward.

Reflection from above -downward-upward. 

Dual apex.

Dual the bottom.

Triple apex.

Triple the bottom. 

Ladle it is above.

Ladle in the middle.

Ladle below.

Semicircular apex.

Saw it is above.

Saw in the middle.

Saw below.

If to examine patterns s the point of view THAT, used to the analysis spark plugs and bars, A also the channels of trend, that is 
this form THAT also it is applicable to the analysis and the interpretation figures, forming on TRSI/RSI/MACD. Entire the 
analysis it is reduced k the interpretation the form the divergences and the convergences RSI/MACD and price. In order to not to 
complicate the process the study patterns, it is necessary to isolate following patterns, which they can be encountered on any 
price level. This 2- e and the electronic unit of apex and the bottoms, wedge, flag, rectangle, been unsuccessful spread and the 
different types reflection and t.d. T.e., standard figure, which they will recognize with graphic the analysis of tool, but the 
analysis it is produced on the lines indicators. In the presence the basic pattern - "gold cross "afterward achievement by the 
indicators its maxi or mini level, everything patterns - they appear auxiliary. After the determination the trend auxiliary patterns 
and their nature the formation they are the signals for the discovery and the closing position.

Nature the formation the patterns it is such, that formed previous pattern appears by the beginning the formation the following 
pattern. Just as the line the resistance and the support vzaimoperekhodyashchi. Basic the reason this phenomenon - the market 
constantly it is located in motion. Task trader - to determine trend and to follow after the market, not attempting it to form. 
Market always it realizes principle - "here and now", but on to the alternation and the repetition the patterns it is possible to 
assume on that forthcoming the motion market and to engage appropriate position. If each formed the pattern it serves by basis 
for following pattern, that this pattern, eliminating previous, gives beginning and the life following to pattern.
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Patterns on the the different the time- frames they can differ, therefore for the convenience work, and the dependence from the 
size calculation, it is necessary to select most convenient for the work time- frame.

I repeat, those, who it is bad by the sign s Hunter RSI/MACD, it must to deal only on to trend. Not deal against trend. Note 
that some patterns they are used simultaneously for the trade on the trend and against it. If you are novice, be oriented to similar 
patterns then and only when they it is formed in the direction trend. Protivotrendovaya the trade it is permitted only very the 
short period time with lateral the motion market, in the period thus called "churn" or "saw".

You are later you will study everything patterns, represented in the the present document. They all they are simple by the 
patterns RSI/MACD, determined Hunter_.GB, which You will learn to find on graphs, in order to to deal. Use the patterns 
Hunter RSI/MACD instead of in all the rest it will allow to forget everything your previous "knowledge", obtained o to trade, 
to use in its the interests the pulse market motions and it is more frequent to anticipate others the traders with the entrance and 
output from market to one or it is more than bars. All this will be it is made without emotions, the assumptions or the doubts on 
that, they must whether you now to open or to shut position. Everything it is simple. 

Another improbable the secret system Hunter RSI/MACD it consists of that that everything signals on entrance and the output it 
is good they are determined and very they are intelligible. Everything, that you you make - you react to these signals. No the 
need to reflect.

To you it is necessary to read everything management, in order to completely to understand information, represented further, to 
be immersed in it; therefore it does not stand to stop, it is zealous attempting to understand something it is difficult mastered. For 
the beginning it is simple osvoyte terminology. Work on to plan. Read the document several once. In you everything it will 
come out.
I repeat, the pattern only one - "gold cross ", everything the rest patterns - its versions and the development for the formation 
following pattern.
Signals on the entrance and the output in to the system Hunter RSI/MACD they are identical for all patterns. They do not 
change.

Idea, which lies at the basis the signals vkhoda/vykhoda - in the fact that, when moving the force it begins to weaken, or the 
market it begins to go against You, then TRSI/RSI it shows the signal vkhoda/vykhoda. To you it is not must to think, to assume 
or to hope. Only follow to instructions, and your losses they will be minimum. You must from all forces to attempt to hold loss 
on minimum level. Follow to instructions, and this it will occur it is automatic.

Not predict the motion of prices. This does not disturb us, it is not must to disturb and You. Us also not they interest different 
commentary. This - not that another as the prejudice and useless guess. Let TRSI/RSI to tell us on that which makes price. Thus 
they must to enter and You.

Not use small assigned purpose as exit points. Use the signals system Hunter RSI/MACD for the output from trade. There exists 
rule, helping to obtain the certain profit, even if TRSI/RSI yet not it determined clean the signal the output, when we have very 
good profit, therefore not bespokoytes'. If the market it gives only small profit, then accurately such profit you you will obtain 
from system Hunter RSI/MACD. It is simple please to the system to take its u market. Some the traders they use the tools the 
administration by warrants, placing warrant take- profit. However, please is better than RSI/MACD and to the signals to the 
output, determined Hunter_.GB, to derive you from the trade.

Do not attempt to establish purpose on the basis the coefficient risk/voznagrazhdeniye. This is the mixture two types commercial 
methods, which not it will be to work, thus far you you are trained to trade on to system Hunter RSI/MACD. Majorities from 
those, who he speaks about this, even not they understand, that it indicates risk/voznagrazhdeniye in the terms precise 
commercial diagram, not speaking already o that how to find the precise the types of the commercial the diagrams, which they 
will allow to deal on to the principle risk/voznagrazhdeniye. People love to speak about this, therefore that they think, that this it 
is simple, it stands only to establish the warrant feet -loss, let us say on value X, A purpose at point, exceeding this value 2 
times. This is absurd. Take that, which gives to you market. Be concentrated on signals RSI/MACD. Please to system Hunter 
RSI/MACD to determine, when to enter and when to leave from the market. You they must learn to this before, than you will be 
able to begin the successful trade s by the aid system Hunter RSI/MACD. It is possible also to use FiboCalc.
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On the the very the matter, such the type the installation it requires purpose extensive knowledge o commercial diagrams, the 
motion markets, A to the trader they are required the ability the measurement price. In the reality this not it is difficult, but few 
this is understood. Furthermore, coefficient risk/voznagrazhdeniye it is determined in the units of price. RSI/MACD not it shows 
the price directly, and we not we look on price in our to the diagram trade. Warrants the feet -loss they are established in ones 
price, but not in ones motion RSI/MACD, therefore they it is simple not they can to be used by novice, it is bad by familiar s by 
trade on to system Hunter RSI/MACD. To those times, thus far you will not cease to need this management, use only the signals 
output Hunter RSI/MACD.

As it is said it is above, always protect itself for the safety previously established rigid the feet -loss by warrants. Not you look 
on price bars. Do not be focused on the prices, losses or the profit of that position, which you they opened. Follow only after by 
graphs RSI/MACD. Please to your rigid of the feet -loss to the warrant to protect you from any catastrophe.

Hunter_.GB it determined the signals entrance and output for all RSI/MACD patterns. You enter and you leave only on by these 
to signals. It is more not there exists the versions entrance and output. Cease to invent. Everything already it is determined.

Professional it is rapid it shuts unprofitable position, novice - it lingers.

When you you will enter in market, TRSI/RSI, without doubt, it will be a little to fidget upward and downward. You they must 
to remember that we not we are gathered to be located in this position it is eternally. 

TRSI/RSI/MACD, which we it is utilized, it rests on the the standard pattern. You they must to expect the fast closing position 
on obtaining following pattern in time- frame, which you use. 

Not convert this in investment and you do not pass in that state, which Hunter_.GB he calls "by the regime hope ". Even if you 
recently they were opened, A pattern RSI/MACD it was wrapped up against you, that as you you learn it is later of this 
document, you you are shut in this very moment. Usvoyte this the special feature as it is possible it is more clear.

, before You will begin to deal on the demo- calculation or real on to system Hunter RSI/MACD, You must to select for itself 
being suitable the style trade, appropriate by your individuality. There exist following the types commercial the styles: 
"aggressive", "reactive" and "conservative". Select its method and adhere to it. Let us propose, that you you use "aggressive" 
method. However no one not can to select it for you. Try to deal in demo regime, using alternately all 3 styles, and select its 
style themselves. Most it is convenient the combination all three methods. It must to correspond To you. You will be able to 
learn precise correspondence, only when themselves you will try it in to trade. Not bespokoytes' on this. However, afterward the 
selection of style, adhere to it prolonged time. NOT make selection each once, when you open position. From this not it will be 
to sense.

"aggressive", commercial the style it means that You you open position with the appearance of the very the first hint on 
commercial the diagram of entrance. To similar to the cases those relate, when TRSI/RSI the pattern only it twitched itself or it 
turned itself for the first time by such by means, in order to it was formed new RSI/MACD pattern. This and it will be our by 
entrance point, if we we select this style. But such the style to use it is not recommended. This style it adapts with the the late the 
discovery position in intra-Day after the determination been steady trend on twenty-four hours and weeks.

"reactive" commercial the style it means that You you open position, when TRSI/RSI it twitched itself or it turned itself by such 
by means, that it was formed based on the pattern RSI/MACD the diagram of the entrance and confirmed by signals. This style 
most it is productive.

"conservative". Commercial the style it means that You enter in market only after that, as TRSI/RSI the pattern already it is final 
it was formed on the graph, after creating RSI/MACD pattern, A then it began to be formed following pattern. This style least it 
is productive.

"conservative" commercial style not it is recommended even for novices, thus as TRSI/RSI it appears by the indicator the speed 
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motion and it assumes determined thing. We they must to use by the advantage by this the speed motion. When RSI/MACD the 
pattern formiruyetsya  or it dvizhetsya in determined position, it it shows, that in recent the pulse change occurred, and to us it is 
must to react, in order to grasp this new pulse.  This style it adapts with the the late the discovery position in intra-Day afterward 
the determination been steady trend on twenty-four hours and weeks.

 

Variations all styles very they are good with the calculation position on the the different time- frames.

Commercial the style the trader also it depends on the size its calculation, although the styles trade remain previous, but the time- 
frame it changes.

Expectation the end the formation RSI/MACD pattern it concludes during the establishment the trend in selected time- frame.  

As it was already it is said, it is erroneous to assume that best it was selection "aggressive" the style, when the speed the motion 
only it changed or it engaged position, determined by system. 4 it did not become to dispute this, since to us it is necessary the 
certain prolonged the confirmation that that the motion it becomes stronger. I hope, You understand, that "Agressivnyy"  the 
approach it appears good by method with discovery "s rynka"  with been steady trend, the combination "reactive" in sochetanii  
with the "conservative" much it is better they work on been steady trend. In this case "aggressive" the style they use with 
perezakhodakh and to pyramid.  
Even during trade in demo the regime always, always, always use rigid the feet -loss warrant. It is the better - it is automatic to 
establish them at the moment the discovery position. These shielding the feet -loss the warrant they are used only for the cases 
sharp the turn market against You. This - only, for what they they are used. 
 
It is important, in order to You did not await, when the market it will catch feet -loss, after shutting with the fact very position. 
Feet -loss warrants are used as protection from the events, which they can to occur in the time trade, and on which you not you 
will be able it is sufficient rapidly to react. 

If you you allow opened to positions to be shut on these feet -loss to warrants, You will lose deposit, consequently, You it is 
incorrect you deal on to system Hunter RSI/MACD.

You actually you await only RSI/MACD signal on vkhod/vykhod. As soon as you you will see this signal - you 
vkhodite/vykhodite. In you you can to be the profit or loss. It does not have value. Not be concentrated on this. It is simple 
follow by the patterns RSI/MACD, by the signals to the entrance and output. You you will become by very good by trader. Your 
profit it will be to speak itself for itself.

It is not terrible, if the position it will be shut to that how you you will see RSI/MACD signal on output or you will be able 
themselves it to shut. Specifically, therefore we we establish rigid the feet -loss warrant. Move further await following pattern.

It is important also to know, that, observing after the graph, You will be to see large or the small motions and the fluctuation of 
the indicator TRSI/RSI. It can to move it is rapid or slowly. No one not can to say that it will occur it is further. You not can 
know that, such as the pattern it will appear it is further and where it will unroll trend. No one he does not know. Not u no key. 
Everything, that you you make - you follow by graph, you determine pattern, you open the position afterward the determination 
the signal of entrance, and you leave from trade, when you see the signal output. You you make specifically, this. Therefore not 
it has value, that You think o the future the behavior pattern. You only you react on that that it actually it makes. Indicator even 
can to unroll and again to begin to move in the the reverse the direction after our entrance or output from trade. We we do not 
turn to this attention, because we know that not we can to predict that that to happen. To you also not it follows to worry. System 
Hunter RSI/MACD it gives to you safe profit and it protects from large losses. Please to system to work for you. React without 
reflecting.
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Hunter_.GB it determined the collection simple RSI/MACD the signals vkhoda/vykhoda. No others signals RSI/MACD on 
vkhod/vykhod. Not invent its signals. Hunter_.GB created substantiated RSI/MACD the signals vkhoda/vykhoda. This most the 
important part system. Why you not they must to follow these to signals? If you you want to be by successful traders, you leave 
always, when you obtain signal on vkhod/vykhod. Follow accurately after by these by signals. None exceptions, and point.
 
You will be to learn to recognize Hunter RSI/MACD The signals vkhoda/vykhoda, continuing to study this management. 
However must be it is clear that everything indicated above signals RSI/MACD can to be encountered on the graph with any 
values RSI/MACD. 

When it appears one or several signals, this can to mean that it is formed another pattern Hunter RSI/MACD. This new 
RSI/MACD pattern can to be by signal k to the discovery position in direction, opposite flowing position. Here why we we shut 
the position or we are turned over. For example, "the reflection TRSI/RSI "can to be converted in "the ladle is above", "the ladle 
in the middle ", "ladle below", "semicircular apex ", "the saw is above "," the saw in the middle " or "the saw below ".

If we we do not leave from market and we hover in "the regime Hopes ", this it means that we do not follow to the instructions 
Hunter RSI/MACD We can it is rapid to lose our commercial capital. Not disrupt these instructions.

With the trade several by tools, You must to examine the possibility the closing positions, on to extreme measure, in two 
separate points. You even you can to use two points vkhoda/vykhoda, one of which it can be floating. Thus far you you use 
Hunter RSI/MACD The signals to vkhod/vykhod for the the partial the closing positions, u you it will not be problems. 

Only the application price bars - to determine price for vkhoda/vykhoda. 

For each separate position and for all Hunter RSI/MACD patterns you enter and you leave from trade it is equal. None changes. 
None reflections. Not devise none new the signals output. None the expectation that that it will happen it is further. You you 
leave, you leave, you leave and point. Follow to instructions, and in you everything it will come out.

You do not have any selection on to the occasion of that, when to leave. In system Hunter RSI/MACD all your the outputs they 
are determined. Hunter_.GB spent it is much time, actually there are many years, determining optimum outputs. Immediately 
after the closing the position await following pattern for entrance.

 Osnovnym by the pattern the system Hunter_GB it appears "gold cross". Most profitable the trend it begins afterward the 
formation this pattern, with the condition that everything the indicators they reached minimum or maximum values on 
selected to tool. Confirmation must be on day and weeks, with to the trade intra-Day. With the divergence twenty-four hours 
and weeks it is possible to expect the significant the motion price, but danger in that that with incorrect the selection the 
direction the trade it is possible to obtain significant losses. In the case the convergence on day and weeks it is must to deal 
only in the direction trend.

Nature the formation the patterns it is such, that formed previous pattern appears by the beginning the formation the following 
pattern. Basic the reason this phenomenon - market constantly it is located in motion. Task trader - to determine trend  and to 
follow the market, without attempting it to form. Market always it realizes principle - "here and now ", but on to the alternation 
and the repetition the patterns it is possible to assume o forthcoming the motion market and to engage appropriate position. If 
each formed pattern serves by basis for following pattern, then this pattern, eliminating previous, beginning gives and the life 
following to pattern. Patterns on the the different the time- frames they can to differ, therefore for the convenience work, and in 
the dependence from the size calculation, it is necessary to select most convenient for the work time- frame.

Expectation the end the formation RSI/MACD pattern it concludes with the establishment the trend in selected the time- 
frame.

For the quotient trader or the investor absolute numerical value, or the cost of the paper or currency and vital the cycle of price 
not it is must to appear by the criterion truth on to the reasons: xa1- Low - random value, the government and news, world the 
economy, IR, banks, funds, model briefcases, the quantity the participants fund market and t.d. - chaos; its calculation and its TS 
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- order. It is must immediately for itself to explain two the thing: the level adaptation and the sphere influence. To examine in 
interaction priorities. If it is simpler, that I can 4 to guide by market?, well in the limiting case by peace?, well finally - to 
revolve the axis the earth? It is must thoroughly to study mathematical the law o large and small values, to point and comma, 
fractions, percentages and portions, then to look this division in the philosophy mathematics and in semiotics. Even if you you 
can to guide by market,   well in the the extreme the case by peace, well finally - to revolve the axis the earth; that in the end of 
the ends your yielded they will build space ship or it is thrown down you and they will take in servitude. Only, which can the 
quotient trader or the investor - to govern by its calculation with the aid of TS, THAT and TT. For successful the administration 
by its calculation it is necessary good psychological preparation - Psychology Treydinga (PT). Totality these four constituting - 
TS, THAT, TT and PT, the guarantee of the success the quotient investor.

Basic rule with to trade on to the system Hunter_GB - to deal patterns, A not price.

With to the trade the patterns the price bars they appear by the criterion for the installation warrants, the price it is 
repeated.

Everything patterns and them the formation they are read on relation k to the right edge monitor.

______________________________________________________________________________________

Trofimov M. Yu. "gold cross ". Analytical commercial system Hunter_.GB. Particular trader Alpha- direct hit. 1 May 2005. It is 
published for the first time. Reprint only s the agreement the author.

(commercial system Hunter_.GB "gold cross "©®. Analytical commercial system.)

(complete commercial system Hunter_.GB©® it is built on anticipating, being late, trend the indicators and oscillators, and on 

the the very the matter it includes in itself 4 finished commercial system. Eto  "gold cross "©®, Chameleon "©®, "hunter"©®, 

"rainbow"©® ("Gold Cross"©®, "Chameleon"©®, "Hunter_.GB" ©®, "Rainbow Warrior "©®)).

(each the system it is necessary for the confirmation trend and the determination the points vkhoda/vykhoda. System it works on 
1, 5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes, hours, the twenty-four hours and weeks. Recommended time- frame - not less than 5 minutes. It 
works in AD 2, Metaquotes 3.84 and 4, and also and in others programs s by the possibility to create kombinirovannye indicator 
graphs. System it is equal it works well and on FR, and on To forekse).

Commercial the system Hunter_GB "gold cross " your will change the idea on the trade.

Example perfected transaction on to the system Hunter_.GB "gold cross ".
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Only when there is not one chance to miss output, it it will attack.

              http://.gold-chross.spb.ru

 

Disclaimer:This is a computer translation of the original webpage. It is provided for general information only and should not be regarded as complete nor accurate.
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